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By Aaron Glantz

Tarcher, United States, 2005. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. A
reporter in Iraq shows how the U.S. squandered its early victories and goodwill among the Iraqi
people, and allowed the newly freed society to slip into violence and chaos. As a reporter for the
staunchly antiwar Pacifica Radio, twenty-seven-year-old Aaron Glantz had spent much of early 2003
warning of catastrophe if the U.S. invaded Iraq. But, as he watched the statue of Saddam topple, he
wondered whether he had been mistaken: In interviews with regular Iraqis, he found wide support
for the Americans. Then, public opinion changed. In early 2004, the U.S. military initiated a
completely unprovoked bombing campaign against the population of Fallujah, increasing support
for an armed resistance. The attack confounded many anti-Saddam Iraqis, and plunged the nation
into chaos. In How America Lost Iraq, Glantz tells his story of working on the front lines, while
revealing truths that most media outlets have missed or failed to report. For instance, 50 percent of
the U.S.-trained Iraqi army has either mutinied or refused to fight; the Iraqi public has sustained
appalling civilian casualties; corporate contractors including Halliburton and Bechtel have failed to
supply Iraqis with...
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Reviews
Undoubtedly, this is actually the finest work by any author. Of course, it is perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. You will like just
how the article writer publish this book.
-- Dr. Isom Dibbert Jr.
This composed publication is fantastic. I was able to comprehended everything using this composed e book. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Miss Ova Kuhn IV
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